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Just a few quick notes....

- Be sure to read over all the instructions before starting your quilt and cutting fabric.

- Pattern pieces for raw edge applique do not require a seam allowance, if you wish to needlle turn
  applique you will need to add your 1/4 inch allowance accordingly.

- Pieced seams are sewn with a 1/4” seam allowance.

- WOF = width of fabric, selvage to selvage.

Let’s begin building blocks
 
Mermaid Waters has been created with fifteen different fabrics from the Saltwater fabric range 
you can use any number of fabrics to create your own version - the more fabrics you select the greater 
varitey you will have in your blocks!

From fifteen fabrics (fat quater size) cut:
- One hundred and sixty two x 5“ squares {or eleven 5 inch squares from each fabric}

Choose nine 5 inch squares
and lay them flat on your 
workspace, mix them up & 
try not to have two of the 
same colour side by side.

1.

3. Sew each row 
together to complete
your nine patch square.

Sew the squares together
into three rows of three.

Press seams in the direction
of the white arrows.

2.

“I've been dreaming about this particular mermaid for a while now, her name is Maya
and she lives in a 'Saltwater' home along with the tiny seahorse, 

baby turtles, narwhals and fish of the sea.
Maya adores the colours of the ocean in every single shade

and the beauty of fresh white air.” - Natalie

The 9 square patch will 
measure approx. 14” square

4. You will need to make 18
       nine patch squares so it’s
       time to get sewing!
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4.  One nine patch square can be made into 
        two mermaid waters blocks so let’s stitch them up!

        Begin with one 9 patch square.

        

a

b c

d

5. With a ruler and rotary cutter make a diagonal 
       cut from the top left to lower right corner.

   Repeat this step making a diagonal cut
   from the top right to lower left corner, you will
   now have four triangle blocks.
   (shown here as parts a, b, c & d)

6. Select two triangle blocks (ie. a & b) rotate them until the ‘long edge’ of the triangles are side by side.
      Pin and sew the triangles together along the ‘long edge’ press seam to one side to complete one block. 

      The completed block size will measure approx. 9 1/2” square. 
      Repeat steps 4 - 6 making 36 Mermaid Waters blocks.

TIP: Play with your fabric placement and blocks so that two of the same fabrics are not sitting together,
you can see in the images above, the block varies greatly depending on the colour/fabric placement 
in the original nine patch square, if you mix it up your finished blocks will have greater variation. 
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long edge

long edge

building blocks (cont.)
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7. In these steps we are working on the first two rows of the pieced background, 
      you will need 12 completed mermaid waters blocks to begin with.

      
     8. Take four mermaid waters blocks and rotate them so 
      the large triangle points are facing into the center
      of the block as shown
      
     

large triangle point

small triangle point

9. Pin and sew the two top blocks together, 
      pressing the seam to one side.

      Pin and sew the two lower blocks together, 
      pressing the seam in the opposite direction.

      Pin and sew these two panels together nesting
      the seams to create the pieced square.

      Repeat steps & make three pieced squares.
 

      
 
      
     

10. Take the three pieced squares, pin and sew each square together completing the first 
          two rows of the quilt background.

      
     TIP: You will notice as you are piecing blocks together you ‘loose the points’ in places 

(shown in the circles below) this is not a stitching/cutting error but part of the quilt design 
due to cross cutting the 9 square patch. 

Piecing blocks together

Pieced square

Cut away the background
Before you baste and complete quilting your gorgeous quilt you need to cut away part of the quilt that 
lies behind the white applique circle.

I know, it sounds crazy hey!?  Let me explain - because the pieced background fabric is bright
it can be seen behind the white cotton, best to remove it now than look at it forever once quilted :)

Turn your quilt top over and you will notice the circular machine stitching that holds your white circle 
applique in place. Working from the back of your quilt top, seperate the two layers and using a small
pair of sharp scissors carefully trim away the pieced background fabric only. 

                          Trim a 1/4 inch from the inside line of the circle as shown below.
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11. Using the remaining mermaid water blocks repeat steps 7 - 10 making two more pieced
          rows.

          To complete the quilt background pin and sew the three pieced rows together 
          pressing seams to one side.
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Piecing blocks together (cont.)

Basting and quilting
To complete the quilt layer the quilt backing, wadding and quilt top together like a sandwich
and baste with needle and thread or basting pins / safety pins.

If you are sending your quilt to away to be custom quilted you will not need to baste.

The original Mermaid Waters quilt was custom quilted by Anitaj Ellis from Hillside Quilting, she was 
able to capture the wave movement on the white fabric behind Maya mermaid along with 
beautiful ‘triangle’ quilting around the white border to enhance & mirror the quilt piecing.

Complete the quilting as desired, by machine or hand.

Scrappy Binding
The scrappy binding is the fun final step in the making of your Mermaid Waters Quilt.

28. Cut eight 2 1/2” x width of fabric strips, remove selvages and cross cut each strip 
           into eight 5 1/2” x 2 1/2 “ rectangles.

           Cross cut all eight strips, yeilding sixty-four rectangles. 

   

29. Mix up all the 5” x 2 1/2” strips on your work space and simply choose strips at random to 
          sew together, try not to place two of the same fabrics or colours together to enhance the
          scrappy style.

          Sew each rectangle together along the 2 1/2” edge and press the seams open.

30. Once the rectangles are joined together in one continuous strip, fold in half along the length
           with right sides facing out, press well with a little steam. 

31. Sew the binding to the quilting using your preferred method and trim off any excess binding.
           Fold the binding over the quilt edge and hand stitch at the back to complete.

                                                    
                                     Your Mermaid Waters Quilt and Maya journey is complete x
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11. Follow the instructions on the 4 x circle pattern sheets and tape them together to create the
          full size circle template, cut out the circle along the line.  

    

12. Take one 25” square of solid white fabric, place the circle template over the fabric and pin. 
          Cut out the circle in fabric, additional seam allowance is not required. 
          Cut a second circle from Vilene H410 interfacing do not fuse together, set both circles aside.

    

13. Using the applique template sheet, trace the mermaid shapes on to heat n’ bond with pencil
           and roughly cut them out. Place the shapes onto fabric: yellow for hair, blue for bodice, 
           red for tail. Fuse the shapes onto fabric with your iron and cut them out along the pencil line. 
        

    

19. Machine applique the mermaid shapes using the 
         ‘raw edge’ technique. Set your machine to a small 
          stitch length and sew around the applique shapes 
          twice approx. 1/8th inch from the raw edge. 

    

14. Follow the instructions on the 2 x Mermaid Maya pattern sheets and tape them together to create
           a full size Maya.

    

15. Lay the full size Maya pattern sheet on a flat surface and tape to hold in place. Place the white 
           fabric circle over the pattern sheet and center Maya mermaid in the middle of the circle, tape 
           the fabric to hold in place.

    

17. 

    
18. Lay the Vilene H410 circle on a flat work space, the rough fusible side facing up. Place your white
          Maya circle over the top of the Vilene, smooth any creases and fuse together with your iron.

          Using two strands of COSMO 155 thread complete the backstitch emboridery stitching over 
          the drawn lines. 

    

16. 

    

20. Find the four center blocks in your pieced backing, 
          position the Maya circle over these. The circle will  
          cover blocks as shown in the image to the right. 

    

21. Pin the circle and/or glue baste to secure well.
          Machine applique the circle using the ‘raw edge’ 
          technique, set your machine to a small 
          stitch length and sew around the circle twice 
          1/8th inch from the raw edge.

    

The dotted lines on the pattern indicate placement of applique pieces. Take the three applique 
shapes made in step 13, peel off the heat n’ bond backing paper and position the
shapes onto the fabric using the pattern sheet for placement. 
Pin shapes in place, remove tape and heat fuse shapes with your iron.

You will be able to see the pattern sheet through the white cotton fabric.
Use a wash away marker to trace the solid lines onto your fabric, some lines in the mermaids 
hair will be drawn over applique pieces, these lines can be added after step 17.

Dotted lines indicate applique placement only and do not need to be transferred.
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22. It’s time to add the borders to your quilt top! The wide white border draw your eye to the 
          center of the quilt and make for a fabulous space for beautiful quilting.

          To begin, you will be making four 5 1/2” strips. 

23. Cut six 5 1/2” strips x width of fabric (WOF) and remove the selvage edges. 
          Take two of these white strips and cut them in half making four  5 1/2” strips x half the fabric width.

          You will now have: Four 5 1/2“ strips x WOF
    Four 5 1/2” strips x half the WOF

24. Sew one full width and one half width strip together, press the seam to one side.
          Repeat this step making four strips.

25. Measure the width of your quilt from left to right and cut two white 5 1/2” strips this length.
          Pin and sew the top and bottom borders and press seam to one side. 

26. Measure the length of your quilt from top to bottom and cut two white 5 1/2” strips this length. 
           Pin and sew the side borders pressing the seam to one side.
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Cut away the background
Before you baste and complete quilting your gorgeous quilt you need to cut away part of the quilt that 
lies behind the white applique circle.

I know, it sounds crazy hey!?  Let me explain - because the pieced background fabric is bright
it can be seen behind the white cotton, best to remove it now than look at it forever once quilted :)

Turn your quilt top over and you will notice the circular machine stitching that holds your white circle 
applique in place. Working from the back of your quilt top, seperate the two layers and using a small
pair of sharp scissors carefully trim away the pieced background fabric only. 

                          Trim a 1/4 inch from the inside line of the circle as shown below.

          

    

Piecing the backing
27. Backing fabric can be created by cutting and sewing two lengths of fabric together, 
          you will need four yards of fabric or 3.7 metres.

28. Remove selvages and cut in half so you have two 2 yard lengths, 
          sew together as shown above and press the seam to one side.

TIP: If you want to get creative with your quilt backing use the pieced
circle cut in the previous step and applique to your backing fabric!

Stitching line

Cutting line

Cut away the pieced
layer only leaving the white

mermaid applique untouched.
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Basting and quilting
To complete the quilt layer the quilt backing, wadding and quilt top together like a sandwich
and baste with needle and thread or basting pins / safety pins.

If you are sending your quilt to away to be custom quilted you will not need to baste.

The original Mermaid Waters quilt was custom quilted by Anitaj Ellis from Hillside Quilting, she was 
able to capture the wave movement on the white fabric behind Maya mermaid along with 
beautiful ‘triangle’ quilting around the white border to enhance & mirror the quilt piecing.

Complete the quilting as desired, by machine or hand.

Scrappy Binding
The scrappy binding is the fun final step in the making of your Mermaid Waters Quilt.

28. Cut eight 2 1/2” x width of fabric strips, remove selvages and cross cut each strip 
           into eight 5 1/2” x 2 1/2 “ rectangles.

           Cross cut all eight strips, yeilding sixty-four rectangles. 

   

29. Mix up all the 5” x 2 1/2” strips on your work space and simply choose strips at random to 
          sew together, try not to place two of the same fabrics or colours together to enhance the
          scrappy style.

          Sew each rectangle together along the 2 1/2” edge and press the seams open.

30. Once the rectangles are joined together in one continuous strip, fold in half along the length
           with right sides facing out, press well with a little steam. 

31. Sew the binding to the quilting using your preferred method and trim off any excess binding.
           Fold the binding over the quilt edge and hand stitch at the back to complete.

                                                    
                                     Your Mermaid Waters Quilt and Maya journey is complete x

          

    

2 1/2” x 40”                                                                      Cross cut into 5” x 2 1/2” rectangles 
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Mermaid ‘Maya’ 
design sheet & fabric placement / B

Cut along line  
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Mermaid ‘Maya’ 
design sheet & fabric placement / C



- Solid lines indicate back stitch embroidery.

- Dotted lines indicate fabric placement for
raw edge machine applique.

- Cut the 4 x pattern sheets along the line 
where indicated and tape them together 
as shown to create the full Maya 
mermaid design.

Mermaid ‘Maya’ 
design sheet & fabric placement / B

Cut along line  
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How to use these pattern pages
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- Template pieces are reversed 
and do not require additional 
seam allowance for raw edge 
machine applique.

If you wish to needle turn 
applique add 1/4 inch
allowance to each piece.
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Mermaid Waters
Template A
applique circle

- Cut out circle template A & B
- Tape together along edge as shown
- Repeat, making four quarters
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Mermaid Waters
Template B
applique circle
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Mermaid Waters
Template A
applique circle
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Mermaid Waters
Template B
applique circle
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Mermaid Waters
Template A
applique circle
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Mermaid Waters
Template B
applique circle
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Mermaid Waters
Template A
applique circle
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Mermaid Waters
Template B
applique circle



Complete size: 64” (162cm) square

Requirements:
Fifteen fat quarters
Eight 2 1/2“ assorted strips or 21” (55cm) for binding
25” (65cm) solid white cotton - circle applique
35“ (90cm) solid white cotton - borders
25” (65cm) Vilene H410
12” (30cm) Heat ‘n’ Bond
4 yards (3.7m) backing fabric
Cotton or wool wadding
COSMO 155 embroidery thread
Embroidery needle
Sewline fabric glue pen
Pigma pen or wash away marker
Cotton thread

 

   

PO Box 1118 | Geelong 3220 | Australia
Studio : natalie@cinderberrystitches.com
Instagram : @cinderberries
Facebook : Cinderberry Stitches
Phone : 0403 023 314

www.cinderberrystitches.com
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